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lower a nation’s GDI is compared with its HDI (UNDP 2007

The ‘Resource’ component reflects physical availability of sur

The ‘Access’ component measures the access families have to 

The ‘Capacity’ component reflects the ability of people to ac

The ‘Use’ component focuses on the actual consumption of 

The ‘Environment’ component is meant to reflect on the envi

available water. Finally the ‘Climate’ component consisted of 



Hadley Center’s Regional Climate Model and were obtained 
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opment and hence better ‘Capacity’ and ‘Access’ to water re

insecurity among states were their limited ‘Capacity’ and their 
current state of poor ‘Environment’; not necessarily their state 
of water ‘Resources’ (Figure 3). It is made clear from this ob

supply sources’ environmental integrity plays a crucial role in 
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Figure 3: Relationship between index of ‘Capacity’ and 
‘Environment’ with Water Insecurity Index at the house-



pected in the ‘Capacity’ of the population (Figure 6). As far as 
the ‘Use’ and ‘Environment’ components are concerned, only a 
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cherry, because of the improvement in their ‘Capacity’, Access’, 
and ‘Environment’ components that is offset by an increase in 
the ‘Use’ component because of high levels of population 
growth, a marginal decrease in the ‘Resource’ component, and a 
substantial addition to the ‘Climatic stress’ component. Interest
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provement in the ‘Capacity’, ‘Access’ and ‘Use’ components. 

climatic stress. India’s island states may also become more 
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